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has only handled one example, and looking 
through major classic Bavaria auctions of 
the past two decades we cannot find any 
examples on address labels. 

There are few plate flaws or other varieties 
of the 1kr black stamp. Six constant varieties 
that attract attention are listed and illustrated 
in specialized catalogs. There is a broken 
“A” in “FRANCO”; a broken “F” in “FRANCO”; 
a broken “E” in “EIN” (two types); a crack in 
the lower-right corner square box, which 
affects the frame; and a few other more minor 
varieties, which some would include in the 
philatelic category of “flyspecks.” All these 
listed varieties occur in plate I stamps. Plate II 
stamps have fewer and less noticeable flaws. 

Gutter pairs exist, saddling two panes from 
the sheet; very few are known and their value 
is astronomical. A sheet showing a pronounced 
double impression must have escaped 
incineration. The stamps only are known unused 
and without gum. Several multiples are known. 
All of which suggests careful preservation of 
what should have been a printer’s rejected 
sheet. Tradition has placed this variety in all 
the catalogs, and all major Bavaria exhibit 
collections have at least one example.

And then we come to the truly major 
variety: like in French stamps, there was an 
inverted cliche that produced tete-beche 
pairs. The error must have been quickly 
corrected, because very few examples are 
known (three singles only), in addition to 
what may be seen in two famous complete 
sheets, which are really museum pieces.  

Stamps of this issue are normally canceled 
with pen strokes, with or without additional 
postmarks. The postmarks may be straight-
line markings from the stampless period; town 
datestamps in semicircle frame, which were 
brought out on Nov. 1, 1849, simultaneously 
with the unveiling of the first stamps.

On Aug. 1, 1850, the cogwheel numeral 
postmarks were introduced in a first 
distribution to 402 post offices. These attractive 
postmarks, therefore, are found canceling 1kr 
stamps from the first and second plates. Values 
vary, however, because the earliest styles of 
postmarks are more often found on stamps 
from plate I, while the later styles are more 
often found in stamps from plate II.

For postmark specialists, the issues get 
more interesting because there were several 
further distributions of “cogwheels” to post 
offices, and there were at least two styles of 
cogwheels as well. They are known as “closed 
cogwheels” (“mühlrad gesschlossen”) and 
“open cogwheels” (“mühlrad offen”).

To determine values for different postmarks 
— from different towns, and different 
combinations — it is essential to obtain 

specialized postmark catalogues. (Hans Grobe’s 
Altdeutschland Spezial-Katalog und Handbuch, 
5th edition; the Henke catalog; Sem handbook; 
and Peter Feuser’s Die Nummernstempel der 
Altdeutschen Staaten, 1992, offer four excellent 
examples.) Unfortunately, for those who have 
difficulty with the language, all the text and 
explanations in the four books are written in 
German.

Returning to the subject of plate flaws, 
we have found a stamp from plate II with a 
new flaw. When we first acquired the stamp, 
we did not pay much attention to the frame 
break at left just on the side of the “E” of “EIN.” 
Then a German student of classic issues, a 
friend of mine whom I have known since my 
youth and with whom I have exchanged much 
information through the years, saw my stamp 
and said with great surprise: “you have one too.” 

I asked what in heaven he was talking 
about, and he explained that he had found 
a 1kr from plate II with this flaw, which has 
never before been recorded even in the most 
specialized literature. He said my stamp was 
the third example noted.

We then checked with all the expertizers of 
Bavaria stamps in Germany to see if they had 
ever recorded this variety. The result of those 
inquiries was negative. Of course, both he and 
I have looked at every 1kr stamp we came 
across with great expectation of finding other 
examples. But three years have gone by, and no 
other example has come to his or my attention.
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The Bavarian Post Office carried out a postal reform in early 1849. On July 1, 1849, a set of 
postal rates went into effect. It was as straightforward as any.

Type Weight Distance Rate

Local letter under 15 gr *1 --- 1 kr

Local letter over 15 gr --- 2 kr

Internal letter under 15 gr under 89 km *2 3 kr

Internal letter under 15 gr over 89 km 6 kr

Internal letter over 15 gr under 89 km 6 kr

Internal letter over 15 gr over 89 km 12 kr *3

Local printed matter under 60 gr --- 1 kr

Local printed matter over 60 gr --- 2 kr

Printed matter under 15 gr --- 1 kr

Printed matter over 15 gr --- 2 kr *3

*1  Each weight progression was 1 Loth, which was the equivalent of 15.25 grams (the legal 
definition changed to 15.66 grams in July of 1862). 
*2 The distance step was 12 Meilen, which was the equivalent of 89.04 kilometers.
*3  The postage rates for heavier items followed the arithmetic progressions: 1,3,6,12,... and for 
printed matter 1,2,3,4....


